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FANTASY

Buratti: <i>The Disillusioned Apprentice</i>

Emmanuele Buratti

I went to Gondor- where the lore of the High Elves is
still studied- to ask about the latest findings from a
teacher who in other times had studied under me. I had
not notified him, and I did not find him. However, I
spoke to Alderon, a young apprentice from Rohan, who
seemed to me too intelligent for his status. For example,
last night, while we drank in the Gardens of the White
Tree, under such a starry sky as few have seen,
Alderon, with a low voice told me what follows:
"Master, I feel the need to confess to you what, until
today, I have never revealed to my teachers. I think you
can understand me more than they.
The lore of the Elves, years ago, seemed to me to be
the most divine of sciences and was my first love,
passionate and strong. Now after having studied long
and carefully, I am perplexed, confused, dubious, and
sometimes fearful. The lore has deluded me. Please,
understand me, the lore itself is one of the best towers
built by human minds since the dawn of time. What has
let me down is its original creators, the Elves.
I come from a noble family, and since infancy I have
been told the Elves reflect the glory of the Valar. But
now that I know the Elves better, their thoughts and
secrets, I feel betrayed. I had imagined their race as a
sort of angelic creation, totally exempt from human
chaos, like a divine sphere above this much too human
world."
Alderon threw away his goblet in anger and lifted a
hand to the skies.
"And yet this is what happens: countless, beautiful
beings that flee and vanish. Where do they flee and
why? All the Elves are fleeing: we don't know where; we
don't know why. It seems they are trying to go as far
away as they can from Middle-Earth. They flee like
hunted game, and fleeing, they gradually vanish.
For what purpose these beautiful creatures set to sea,
to vanish gradually? Scores and scores of Elves, since
uncounted years, do nothing but flee without a
conceivable reason. The loss of wisdom and beauty in
the endless sea is beyond all fantasies. Their white
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ships fade away, glimmering more and more dimly.
Who do they lighten with their glimmering? Who shall
learn their wisdom? We are used to visiting foreign
lands, far away though they be, but our observations
are so poor our fastest mariners are like snails
competing with eagles.
Is it possible that those in Aman want to afflict
Middle-Earth? The human mind retreats at the thought
of such loss; frightened by such apparent madness. It
would be as if the men of Gondor lightened up with
torches, the deserts of Harad where no creature lives.
And this is not enough. There are mysteries that no
mortal man shall understand. Once we used to consider
the Elves as an eternal race. Another illusion, another
delusion. The flow of time has shown that all the Elves
decline and die. Many were born when the human race
was young, but these wise creatures are not eternal.
They thrive in wisdom and strength and then, slowly,
they fade. The law of birth, of growth and decline.which
we thought existed only in the lives of mortal men, is
also the law which governs these people. What had been
said to men, that they are like leaves which grow in
spring and decay in autumn is true for the Elves as
well. There is only one difference: that men live for
thousands of minutes, and Elves live for thousands of
years. But compared to eternity, is it a real difference?
They are, like us, mortal. What proof do they have that
they shall return to Aman? None, I deem.
Now you will understand my confusion and grief.
Where I thought to find perfection, I found a slow
decadence. Where I thought to find the majesty of the
unchangeable and incorruptible, I have found the usual
changes: birth, happy youth, ageing, the inevitable end.
When my teacher returns, I shall leave the Tower and
the apprenticeship. I shall content myself like other
men, living like an insect among the grass blades in the
fields of Rohan."
In this way young Alderon spoke to me. There was in
his voice the trembling of anger, and there was in his
•
eyes a humid shimmering that resembled crying.

Vafinor
The soft light of the stars
Rests on my memory
Palely illuminates scars
That only the wounded see.
Here is the realm of healing,
This land of Valinor,
Here are hearts with hope feeling
F.or those marked by the war.
I forget that once I grieved
When Varda lifts her hands
To protect all that is loved
But not lost to the Undying Lands.
-Lee Garig
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NIGH I F"I I Ill
The people who live their lives by day
Are cluttered by reality and cares.
They hide abed at night with
Radios and lights to ward off scares.
But the winds of Time can be heard at night
And the stars will teach the student who dares ...
Immortal magic reveals itself at night
And enchants the sleepers unawares.
-Amy

Dodson

2 limericks
There once was a hobbit named Baggins
Who was a great hunter of dragons,
Or so it's been said,
For ol' Smaug is dead,
And who can believe Dwarvish braggin's?
There once was an Elfmaid, Luthien
Who loved to dance in the glen
"To prance by starlight
Is really all right,"
She said, "but for the snooping of men."
+

Lee Garig

What bolds the Earth together?
The long roots of my tree
The blossoms on her branches
Are the white stars that you see.
You stare in great amazement.
"Are the branches all that high?"
They mark the constellations,
They hold up the very sky.
The roots grasp the very mountains
They dig deep to Earth's core,
Hold her on a steady course
And keep her spinning there.
See you not the wide trunk?
The thick bark of my tree
Enfolds our names with each new ring
And holds all history.
-Lee Garig
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